
 

 

Map 2: 7-day rainfall forecast  (06—12 Dec 2019) 

Tropical Storm Alert! 
Issued: 06 December 2019 

Tropical Storm  PAWAN expected to lead to winds of medium strength with  moderate to heavy 
rainfall amounts in parts of Somaliland, Puntland and Central regions of Somalia  

 
The Tropical Storm (TS) initially named SIX that developed in the northern Indian Ocean has now been assigned the 
name PAWAN after sustaining a speed of more than 39 miles per hour for two days. The probability of the TS landing 
in the coastal areas of Puntland has increased from (10% TO 35%) over the last two days and is expected to make a 
land fall in Nugaal region in the next 24 hours.  
 
The influence of PAWAN may start being felt in the coastal areas of Bari, Mudug and Sanaag regions in the next 12 
hours where moderate to heavy rains and strong winds are expected. The rains will then spread further inland to 
many areas within Somaliland, Puntland and central regions on 07 and 08 December 2019. 
 
The storm poses an immediate  threat to the shipping lane that links Somalia and Gulf states. Other impacts expected 
include destruction of property and infrastructure including roads, buildings and boats due to the strong winds. Flash 
floods may also disrupt normal activities along the tropical storm path. Communities living along this areas are ad-
vised to take necessary precautions. 
 
SWALIM and partners are monitoring the situation and will update you accordingly. For more details on tropical 
storm tracking you can consult: http://www.tropicalstormrisk.com/ or SWALIM.  

Map 1: Tropical Storm PAWAN Track (24 hours lead) 

This update is produced by the: FAO - Somalia Water and Land Information Management—SWALIM Project.  
For more information please contact SO-hydro@fao.org or visit http://www.faoswalim.org  
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